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UNITED REPUBLIC OF TANZANIA 

PRESIDENT’S OFFICE REGIONAL ADMINISTRATION AND LOCA L GOVERNMENT 

THE CITY COUNCIL OF DODOMA  

 

FORM IV PRE-MOCK EXAMINATION 2021 

022                  ENGLISH LANGUAGE 

TIME: 2:30 HOURS                                                                        MARCH 15, 2021 

INSTRUCTIONS 

1. This paper consist of section A,B and C with total of twelve (12) questions. 

2. Answer all questionbs in section A,B and three questions from section C 

3. Cellular phones and any authorized material not allowed in the Examination room. 

4. Write your Examination number on every page of your booklet(s) 

 

SECTION A (15 Marks) 

1. For each of the item (i) –(x) choose the most correct answer from among the given alternatives 

and write its letter beside the item number in the answer booklet provided. 

(i) Where is Mr............ sister staying? 

(a) Chapakazis’ 

(b) Chapakazi’s 

(c) Chapazis’s 

(d) Chapakazi 

(e) Chapakazis. 

(ii)  I am intelligent, but my sister is ........ than me 

(a) Intelligent 

(b) More intelligent 

(c) Most intelligent 

(d) Equally intelligent 

(e) Very intelligent. 

(iii)  Which sentence among he following is gramatically correct? 

(a) They drawn a picture  
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(b) They have drawing a picture 

(c) They draw pictures  

(d) They have been drawn a picture 

(e) They are draw a picture. 

(iv) Does money ............. more money? 

(a) Attract 

(b) Attracts 

(c) Attracted 

(d) Attracting 

(e) Has attracted. 

(v) Salome .............. the school compound every day 

(a) Has  

(b) Cleaned 

(c) Is cleaning 

(d) Cleans 

(e) Clean. 

      (vi) My heart is beating fast “what does underlined part of the word indicate in the  sentences? 

(a) The past continous 

(b) Daily routine 

(c) Future activity 

(d) The simple present tense 

(e) On going activity. 

(vii) These are my daughters 

(a) Can they 

(b) My they? 

(c) Aren’t they? 

(d) Are they? 

(e) Do they? 

(viii) she ........... working in the gardern when you came 

(a) Is 

(b) Were 

(c) Are 

(d) Has been 

(e) Was. 
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(ix) I have sent a message to Joyce” How can this sentsnce be changed to past perfect form? 

(a) I was sending a message to joyce 

(b) I had sent a message to joyce 

(c) I have been sending message to joyce 

(d) I sent a message to joyce 

(e) I had to sent a message to joyce 

(x) They clean their sorrounding daily “which indicator show you that the sentence express routine. 

         (a) The use of pronoun ‘they’ 

           (b) The use of noun  ‘sorrounding’ 

           (c) The use of pronoun ‘their’ 

            (d) The use of the word ‘daily’. 

2. Match the expression in column A with their meanings in colum B by writing letter of the correct answer 

beside the item number in the answer booklet provided. 

Column A                                                                              Column B 

i A female child of your daughter or son A. Aunt 

ii A sister of ones father or mother B. Sister 

iii  A mother of one’s father or mother         C. Grandmother 

iv A daughter of your father or mother         D. Cousin 

v A daughter of one’s aunt or uncle          E. Brother 

          F. Niece 

          G. Granddaughter 

 

SECTION B 40marks 

(Answer all questions in this section)  

3. re-arrange the following sentences into a logical sequence to make a meaningful conversation by writing 

the corresponding letter in the answer booklet provided. Use the following format your answers. 

Sentence number      

Letter       

 

a. Gosh! That’s kind of you “said the old man climbed quickly into the car. 
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b. Few minutes later, the driver noticed that the old man was still holding the heavy bag and he asked 

him to put it down 

c. A business man was driving along a lonely country road when he met an old man carrying a heavy 

bag. 

d. “well, “replied the old man “You have already done me kindness of giving me a ride. I can’t ask 

you to carry my bag as well”. 

e. He stopped a car and asked the old man, “Can I give you a lift to town?” asked the businessman. 

4. Complete the following sentences using the words given in the list by writing it beside the iterm number 

in the answer booklet provided. 

 My, yours, his, hers, her, its, ours, our, theirs, their, mine 

(i) That farm belongs to us. It is …………………………. 

(ii)  My teacher gave me a pen as a gift. It is ……………………………… 

(iii)  Our teachers have an office at school. It is …………………………….. 

(iv) Hamisi has a new book. It is ……………………………………..book. 

(v) My mother bought a new car. It is ……………………………………car. 

5. Re-write the following sentenses according to the instructions given  

(i). If you don’t eat a balanced diet,you will get sick. (Begin with : unless…) 

 ……………………………………………………………………………………  

(ii) Ali does not ride a bicyle. He also does not drive a car. (Join using : neither…nor) 

 …………………………………………………………………………………  

(iii) The boy is playing football. His parents work in Unguja. (Join using: whose) 

 ………………………………………………………………………………  

(iv) Upendo is a good woman. Halima is a good woman too. (Begin with: ‘Both’) 

 ………………………………………………………………………………  

(v) He is a hard worker. He is polite. (Join using: not only……but also) 

 ………………………………………………………………………………  

6. Read the following passage carefully then answer the questions that follow. 

Gender discrimination against African women is very widespread  and deeply rooted in the culture of many 

African societies. Several factors combine to disadvantage the African Women. First, we have primitive 

beliefs that the women is naturally inferior. Secondly, many negative cultural practice like female genital 
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mutilation and bride price demean African women. Thirdly, the poverty and ignorance in many  African 

societies make it difficult for Aftican women to make positive decisions about life. Lastly, the African 

man’s greed for power and insensitivity to the needs of his mother, daughter, sisters and companion is a 

hindrance to female liberation. 

     However, the African women are fighting to change the situation and claim their rights. Their struggle 

has many aspects. They begin by organizing themselves in self-support, self-education and advocacy 

groups. Secondly, they have strongly questioned and challenged the outdated beliefs and practices which 

keep them in subjection. Thirdly, they have directly demanded to be treated equally in economic, political, 

education and legal activities. 

        They insist that they should get the same opportunities as men in schools and colleges, in 

employment, in trade and commerce, in the owing and inheriting of property, in marital and domestic 

relations of their countries. 

      Questions 

(i) Suggest a suitable title of this passage. 

(ii)  The writer of this passage says, gender discrimination is rooted in............ 

(iii)  According to th passage, how are women considered in African culture. 

(iv) In what ways do women use to fight to change the situation? (two ways). 

(v) By considering the last paragraph, write in one word the demand for African women. 

 

7. In each of the followin sentences,one of the word is wrong. Identify the wrong word and replace it by 

writing the correct word. 

(a) Kitchen is good meat. 

(b) His uncle is a hat surgeon 

(c) May I have a peace of chalk. 

(d) This is not a light place for you to stay 

8. Write an official letter to the general manager NMB Dodoma branch P. O. Box 60, Dodoma. Asking for 

a bank letter position. Sign your name as Emanuel Joseph P. O. Box 640, Dodoma.  

SECTION C (45 marks)  

Answer three questions from this section 

9. Suppose that you are the medical Officer (D.M.O). Write a speech of not less than 250 words to educate 

the community on the causes and measures to be used to protect the community against Covid 19. 
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LIST OF READINGS FOR QUESTIONS 10-12 

NOVELS AND SHORT STORIES 

A wreath for Fr. Mayer                    -S.N. Ndunguru (1997), Mkuki na Nyota 

Unaswered Cries                               -Osman Conteh, Macmilian 

Passed Like Shadow                          -B. M Mapalala (2006), S. N Nduguru 

Weep Not Child                                  -Ngugi wa Thiong’o (1987), Heinemann 

The Interview                                      - P. Ngugi (2002), Macmillan 

PLAYS 

Three suitors one Husband                 -O. Mbias (1994), Eyre methuen 

The lion and the Jewel                          -W. Soyinka (1963), OUP 

This Time tomorrow                              -Ngugi wa Thiong’o (1972)  Heinemann 

The Black Hermit                                    --Ngugi wa Thiong’o (1968)  Heinemann 

POETRY 

Song of Lawino and Ocol                          -O. P’Bitek (1979) EAPH 

Growing up with Poetry                           -D. Rubadiri (ed) (1989), HINEMANN 

Summons                                                   -R. Mabala (1960), TPH 

10. When we read any work of art we are expected to have learnt something from it. Justify the truth of this 

statement by using two novels you have read (Give four (4) point from each. 

11. Playwrights use different characters to portray various issues in their literary words. Choose three 

characters from each of the two plays chosen and shows how they have been used in portray different 

issues. 

12. Mention and explain the important items to consider in the criticism of a poem 
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